Subject index

agency theory applications 41–53
agent and task characteristics 42–5
channel activities 41, 42, 43–4, 45, 48
commission rates and multiproduct
salespersons 46
contract choice 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 48–9,
50
econometric models, use of 48–9, 50–51
franchises 43–4
future research 46, 49, 50–51
hidden action problems 42
and incentives 43, 44, 45–8
and information asymmetry 41, 42
linear and nonlinear contracts 47
multichannel structures and agency
problems 50
multitasking 45–6, 48
non-linear compensation schemes 47–8, 49
optimal contract and multitasking 45, 46
performance enhancements achieved from
alternative contracts 50
power-dependence structure 50
quota-based incentives 47, 48–9
and ratcheting 47, 49
research development, recent 45–9
and risk management 42, 43–4, 48–9
and sales force compensation and motivation
476–8, 479, 480
sales force compensation problem 42–3, 45,
49, 50–51
sales force management issues 51
task characteristics and environmental
uncertainty 44, 48
task characteristics and monitoring costs
45, 46
auctions
multidimensional, and market design 641–2
price-based, and long-term relational
contracts, relationship between 643
reverse 547, 548, 626, 640–43
sealed bid 644, 650, 651
sequential 645, 646
simultaneous ascending 644
bonuses see sales force compensation and
motivation
boundary work and customer connectivity
433–55

behavioral expectations of diverse role
partners 444
boundary role theory origins and overview
31, 130–31, 434–43
boundary roles as consequence of welldefined job descriptions 444–5
boundary spanners 332–3, 342, 444, 446,
448, 450, 451
bridging and blurring 442, 451
and competitive advantage 442, 446, 449
conflicted and ambiguous role expectations
444
customer service and sales management
442–3, 449–50
customer-contact scripts 445–6, 447
customization problems 435–42
effectiveness, and implementation issues
445–7
frontline autonomy, role of 450
future research 442, 445, 446, 450–51
and human resource logics 447–8
inter-organizational project teams 443
key and strategic account management 442,
451
knowledge capture and transfer 448
knowledge exploration and exploitation
449–50, 451
literature review 436–41
managerial implications 450–51
myths and new market realities 443, 444–50
organizational boundaries and control 443,
446–8, 451
performance reliability and value delivery
446, 448, 449–50
redefinition of boundary work 435–42
role flexibility and crafting, effects of 444–5
role stress 445–6, 447–8
and service-dominant (S-D) logic 448
from systems perspective 446
and technological advances and
globalization 442
upskilling and problem solving 446
branding 208–25
B2C and consumer products 223
barriers to making good use of 208–9
benefit delays 209
building and managing strong brand 212–21
and commoditization 216–17
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component contracts 63–4
and corporate credibility 215–16, 217–18,
222
costs 209
and customer analysis 221, 222, 223
and customer experience 209
and customer service 218
and differentiation 216–17
emotional associations, uncovering relevant
218–19, 222, 223
equity 58, 212
executive influence, importance of 213
firms making good use of 209–10
future research 222–3
GE application 214–15
hierarchy 216, 222
imagery associations, non-product-related
217–18, 222, 223
ingredient branding strategy 29, 223
internal 212–15, 511–12
investment payback, difficulty in measuring
209
and knowledge, necessary 210–12
management guidelines 209, 222–3
management understanding of 91, 103,
210–12
mantras, importance of 213–14, 220
and marketing and communication 211,
217–18, 220–21
monitoring equity and performance 212
multibranding 212
and organizational buying centers see
organizational buying center (OBC),
innovation, knowledge management and
brand
organizational understanding and support
212–15, 219–21, 222–3
and pricing strategy 211
and reputation in B2B markets 28–9
resource profile and retail relationships 65
sales force, importance of 213
segmentation across organizations 221, 222,
223
segmentation within organizations 219–21,
222, 223
slogan 214, 218
sub-brands 216
tailored 219–21, 222
trade shows, brand shoppers at 238
value perceptions 18–19, 69–70, 216–17, 222,
223
buyer–seller relationships, evolution of 277–92
and age dependence 283, 289
behavioral intentions and development 280,
283–5, 286–9

and commitment 279, 284
continuity, approaches to studying 279–81
continuity, factors affecting 282, 287–9
continuity, factors proposed to affect 282–6
continuity, and relationship assets 281–2
contractual versus non-contractual
relationships 278–9
customer lifetime value (CLV) 278
customer retention 277
destabilization and destruction of
relationships 282
and divergence of interests 286
and existing relationships 278, 284
future research 286–9
implications for practice 286
and industry context 286, 289
longitudinal aspects 280, 289
market research, use of 283
and opportunism 286
and sales force performance 510
supplier dropping/switching behavior 281–2
switching determinants 281–2, 283–4, 287–9
trade shows see trade shows
value measurement 278
see also customer; market/marketing
headings; relationship marketing; sales
force headings
buying centers see organizational buying center
(OBC), innovation, knowledge management
and brand
case study research, theory and methods
680–98
cognitive mapping 682
consistency measurement 694–5
content analysis 687–9, 690, 695
core working propositions 681–4
decision systems analysis (DSA) 685–6
definitions of case study 680
Degrees-of-Freedom Analysis (DFA) 689,
695
direct research and observing methods 681,
682–3, 685, 695
ethnographic decision tree modeling
(EDTM) 686–7, 688, 689, 695
fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis
(FS/QCA) 689–94, 695
gatekeeper analysis 687, 689
and hidden thoughts 682–3
key success and failure paths, identifying 684
measures of associations 694–5
method examples 685–95
qualitative research methods 664, 665,
675–6, 677
satisficing rules 683–4
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Subject index 757
strategy and theory implications 695
triangulation of methods 681, 682
and unconscious thoughts, bringing to
surface 681–2
see also qualitative research methods; survey
research
commission rates 46, 474–5, 488
see also sales force compensation and
motivation
communication
and branding 211, 217–18, 220–21
and delivering value 26–32
and knowledge structure building 421
and relationship marketing 299, 300
and strategic skills, key account management
(KAM) 463–4
tools, importance of, in organizational
buying center (OBC) 395
in transformational marketplace see marketing
communication in a transformational
marketplace
compensation see sales force compensation and
motivation
competitive advantage
and boundary work and customer
connectivity 442, 446, 449
and learning in coopetitive relationships
375–6, 381
and market design 647, 652
and marketing capabilities 91, 92, 104
and network governance 83, 84, 85
outsourcing 400–402, 404, 405, 407–8
salesperson as competitive intelligence agent
510
and strategic alliances 352
value-based pricing 248, 249, 250, 258–60,
262, 266
competitive advantage with service-dominant
logic 109–24
absorptive competence 120, 122
adaptive competence 114, 116–17, 120–21,
122
collaborative competence 109, 111, 113, 114,
119, 121, 122
and concurrent engineering 118–19
and customers, marketing with 113
and customization 118
and design science 121
economic incentives 121
form, reconfiguring 118, 122
future research 121–2
G-D (goods-dominant) logic foundations
109, 110, 111, 112
globalization and information resources 117
higher-order competences 120–21

innovations, importance of service 120
leasing of assets 119–20
liquefied resources 117
management issues 122
marketing evolution 113–14, 117
and network perspective 115, 116, 117, 120,
121, 122
operand and operant resources, distinction
between 111, 113–14, 121
and outsourcing 118
place, reconfiguring 119, 122
possession, reconfiguring 119–20, 122
and process re-engineering 118
process-centric focus 111
and relational competence 121, 122
resource integration, striving for better
116–21
S-D logic foundations and overview 111–15
service ecosystem 115–16
and specialization 109, 120
and supply chain management 115, 117
time, reconfiguring 118–19, 122
transitional concepts 112, 113–14
value constellation and network perspective
115, 116, 117, 120, 121, 122
virtual collaboration 119
competitor intelligence and marketing strategy
145–62
analysis methods 157–8
and communities of practice 158, 159, 161
competitive dynamics context 154
and competitive posture 151, 152
competitor intelligence domain,
understanding 145–8, 156
competitor threats and competitive risks
155, 156
and customer focus change 152
customer migration context 154
customer needs context 153, 154
customer-based advantage assessment 157
future research 158–62
future rivals and strategies, identifying 161
marketplace strategy 146, 151, 152, 154–5,
156–7
misconceptions 148
and organizational culture 158, 160
perspective and rationale 148–9
practice and core activities 149–57
and product change 152, 155, 156
rivals, outmaneuvering, outperforming and
outwitting 148–9, 156, 158, 159
screening of potential competitors 147–8
solution provision context 153–4
technology role 158, 159
value proposition context 154
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competitor intelligence and marketing strategy,
competitor’s current strategy 150–52,
160–61
assessment of 155–7
context insight 153–4
data indicators 151, 159–60
experienced analysis of 151–2
identifying 151
interpretation of 152–5
projecting change in 152
confidence see trust, distrust and confidence in
B2B relationships
conflict management 299, 302, 388, 396, 427
coopetitive relationships see learning in
coopetitive relationships
coordination of marketing and sales in B2B
organizations 125–44
activities, continuum of 128–32
bonuses 126, 127, 134, 135, 141
boundary-role personnel 130–31
budgeting vocabulary compatibility 134–5
common metrics, importance of 126, 127,
134
consumer marketing managers
responsibilities 129–30
cross-functional management career
initiatives 139
customer account orientation 133–4
customer relationship management (CRM)
systems 137
demand generation as sales objective 131–2
developments in practice 136–9
e-commerce and feedback 130, 141–2
future research 139–42
and globalization 140
historical perspective 125–8
incentive systems 127
individual-level factors 139–40
and information flows 134–8, 140
interdependencies and inherent differences
132–6, 140–41
and job rotation 126, 127–8
liaison units 136–7
management processes 138–9
management training programmes 138, 139
market research and information systems
137–8
marketing dialect compatibility 134–5, 140
marketing roles and responsibilities 129–30
multifunctional management teamwork
138–9
online technologies, impact of 130, 141–2
organization charts 128–32
and organizational hierarchy 127–8
organizational routines 135–6

orientation and time horizons 133–4, 135
performance criteria and metrics 126, 127,
134, 135, 141
product manager responsibilities 129–30
reward systems 126, 127, 134, 135, 141
sales and marketing, history of
distinguishing between 125–6
sales roles and responsibilities 130–32
salespeople and information reliability 137–8
and specialization 127
structural linkages 127–8, 136–7
value chain orientation 133–4
customer
account orientation, and coordination of
marketing and sales 133–4
advantage assessment, and competitor
intelligence 157
analysis, and branding 221, 222, 223
confidence, and salesperson effectiveness 426
connectivity, and boundary work see
boundary work and customer
connectivity
experience, and branding 209
focus change, and competitor intelligence
152
income flows, in a transformational
marketplace 177, 178, 179, 180
life cycle, management of 32–6
lifetime value (CLV) 278
loyalty 303–5
marketing with, and competitive advantage
with service-dominant logic 113
migration, and competitor intelligence 154
needs, and competitor intelligence 153, 154
needs, and key account management (KAM)
464–5
needs, and value perspective 18, 19–21
relationship management (CRM) systems
137
relationships, antecedents of 298–302
relationships, outcomes of 303–4
retention see retention rate
and sales force performance orientation 501,
502, 510
satisfaction, and net promoter score 35–6
service, and boundary work 442–3, 449–50
service, and branding 218
structuring offerings to, and value-based
pricing 252–3, 254, 264
studies, and technology marketing 567
value creation, key account management
(KAM) 463–4, 468, 469
value perspective 18, 19–21, 24–6
voice, built-in, and Stage-Gate® system for
product innovation 597–9, 600, 611, 620
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Subject index 759
see also buyer–seller relationships
customer relationship management (CRM)
311–31
and B2B relationship marketing research,
links between 311, 312
best practice applications, proof of 328
channels, use of multiple 320–22, 327
contractual settings and retention rate 317,
319–20, 327
customer mind-set measures 323–4
customer satisfaction–profit chain 314–15
and customer-centric organizations 326–7
definition 311
field studies 321–2
future research 323, 326, 327
future trends 322–6
implementation of 326–8
and managerial buy-in of analytics 327–8
and marketing capabilities 90–91, 98, 102
and marketing communication in a
transformational marketplace 171
marketing strategy and customer attitudes
323–4
and mobile technology 320–21
multichannel shoppers, identification of 321
non-contractual settings and retention rate
317–18, 319–20, 327
and outsourcing 400, 406–7, 408, 409
pilot studies 328
service strategies, creating lasting
relationships through 322–3
customer relationship management (CRM),
customer lifetime value (CLV) 315–20
and acquisition probability 317, 319–20
activation cost 316–17
and clone marketing 317
and lost-for-good approach 318
margins 319
and Markov switching models 318
and NBD/Pareto model 318
and prospect scoring 317
purchase timing model 318
and pursuing synergies 319–20, 327
and retention rate 317–18, 319–20
customer relationship management (CRM),
customer loyalty
behavioral aspects of 312–13
for business markets 312–15
from supplier’s perspective 313–14
and perceived customer value 313
profitability–loyalty grid 314–15
and risk management 313, 318
and value creation 313–14
customer relationship management (CRM),
customer-initiated activities

business reference value (BRV) 325–6, 327
complaints and cancellation requests 325
and referral marketing programs 325
returns and word of mouth (WOM) 324–6
distrust see trust, distrust and confidence in B2B
relationships
e-commerce 625–38
alternative design mechanisms 636, 637
and business orientation of firms 631–2
communication strategies 635
e-marketplaces/exchanges 627–34
exchange participation for industry
incumbents 634, 637
and extranet 627
and feedback 130, 141–2
future research 635–7
global product development 634, 636, 637
governance mechanisms 634
horizontal exchanges 632, 634
impediments to success for incumbentformed exchanges 633–4
increasing role of, and marketing metrics
727–8
independent exchanges, factors driving 632
international 634–5
key decision issues for industry incumbents
633
marketing channels 629–31
mobile media applications 635, 637
and multiple product bundling 636
and online trust 626, 636–7
organizing framework 625–6
practitioners, implications for 636–7
and pricing 626, 634, 635
security concerns 627
and social media 635
success drivers of exchanges 632–3
and supply chain performance 627, 628,
630–31, 632–3, 636, 637
and transaction costs 626
and trust 626, 636–7
value perspective 30, 32, 637
vertical exchanges 629–32
see also information technology; Internet’s
impact on sales force size and structure
franchises 43–4, 74, 85–6, 506
globalization
and boundary work and customer
connectivity 442
competitive advantage with servicedominant logic 117
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and coordination of marketing and sales in
B2B organizations 140
global product development 634, 636, 637
and international distribution and
governance value analysis 59–60
and pace of change, and value perspective
on practice of B2B 21
and price setting 257
and sales negotiations, value-based pricing
255
and technology-driven outsourcing 410–11
uncertainty, and organizational buying
center (OBC) 394–5
governance value analysis in marketing 54–72
adverse selection 62
alliance-type relationships 60–61
attributes 57
and brand equity 58
brand resource profile and retail
relationships 65
brand value, creating and enhancing 69–70
branded component contracts 63–4
and collective action 67
component supply contracts 69
dual sourcing, and securing customer
commitments 64
dyadic analysis of divergent relational norms
67–8
empirical evidence 59–65
firm’s product development scope and
adjustment cost theory 61
future research 65–8
governance definition 57–9
and international distribution 59–60
joint value maximization 59, 60–61
and leasing 58
and lock-in hazard 64, 69
managing retail relationships 64–5
and moral hazard 62
OEM–supplier relationships 60–61
open and proprietary product designs,
choosing between 69
overview 55–9
and positioning effects 56, 57–60, 68
price format for branded components 63–4
price premiums and quality levels 62
product customization in industrial markets
62–3
and production organization 60
and resources 56–7, 58–60
supply-chain link 58, 60, 61–2
and transaction cost analysis (TCA) 54–5,
57, 58–9, 63, 64, 66, 67
two-sided alliances 67–8
and value frame 65–6, 69

incentives
and agency theory applications 43, 44, 45–8
and coordination of marketing and sales
127
economic, and competitive advantage with
service-dominant logic 121
and key account management (KAM) 464
managerial perspective on building a
winning sales force 535
and motivation 264–6, 268, 535
quota-based 47, 49
reward systems 126, 127, 134, 135, 141, 423
sales force, and value-based pricing 264–6,
268
and tournaments, dynamic nature of 485–6
see also sales force compensation and
motivation
information technology
and distribution channel control 169
and market segmentation 186, 195
and sales force role change 172
and shift in marketplace power 167–70, 171,
180
and trade shows 227–30
see also e-commerce; Internet’s impact on
sales force size and structure
innovation
and organizational buying centers see
organizational buying center (OBC),
innovation, knowledge management and
brand
serial innovators 663–4, 666, 667, 668–9
Stage-Gate® system see Stage-Gate® system
for product innovation
technological, and learning in coopetitive
relationships 372–3
and technology-push 564–5, 568, 570–72
value perspective 24–5, 26, 32–4, 35
innovation, key questions on 582–95
business model innovation 586–7
commercializing innovations 588–90
customer input and co-creation 585–6
decisions on making or buying innovations
584–6
development of innovation 583–7
and driver of wealth of nations 591–2
firm failures, reasons for 583
future research 587, 592
hardware/software priority decisions 589–90
and market dominance 588–9
network effects and path dependence 588–9
and outsourcing 584–5, 591
pay-off to innovation 590
role in emerging markets 590–91
and technology evolution 588
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Subject index 761
top managerial role 583–4
transaction costs 586
Internet’s impact on sales force size and
structure 539–59
and buyer–seller interpersonal interaction
549–50
buying center complexity, effects on Internet
information on 546–7
buying process and Internet-dependence vs.
seller-dependence 547–8
buying process use 544, 545–6
conceptual framework 541–6
consideration sets, use of 548
face-to-face contact, continuing need for
545, 551–2, 553
future research 554
industrial buyers’ and sellers’ usage 544–6
and inside/outside sales reps ratio 551, 552,
554
Internet information attributes 541–2, 559
managerial implications 554
moderator effects 550, 553
online technologies, impact of 130, 141–2
predictions of impact 539–41
reverse auctions 549, 643
Sales 2.0 sales paradigm 540
and sales force size 550–52, 554
and sales force structure 552–3
selling process and buyer-driven vs. sellerdriven 548–9
selling process use 544, 546
social media, use of 545–6, 549
and specialization 552–3
and transaction costs 540
uncertainty, dealing with 550, 551
virtual trade shows 229, 230, 239
see also e-commerce; information technology
key account management (KAM) 456–72
A-R-A (activities–resources–actors) model
463
account selection criteria 461–2, 468
adoption determinants 460–61
and behavioral rules 460
boundary work and customer connectivity
442, 451
communication and strategic skills 463–4
contingency approach, organizational
perspective 459, 460
and contractual agreements 465
customer needs, structures adapted to 464–5
and customer satisfaction 36
customer value creation 463–4, 468, 469
definition 457
design of 461–7, 469

dimensions of 460–68
financial performance implication 467–8
formalization of procedures 465
fundamentals of 457–60
future research 469–70
implementation 466–7
incentive systems 464
and key supplier management (KSM) 461
managerial practice implications 468
MNCs and competitive pressure, dealing
with 461
objective of 456
performance implications 467–8
and personal selling research 457–8
planning and control systems 466–7
proactive designs 463
research areas related to 457–8
and resource dependence theory 459
resource management and common goals
464–5
senior management involvement 464, 468,
469
and supply chain management (SCM)
research 457, 458, 461
taxonomy of approaches to 465–6
team management 464
theoretical background 458–60
and transaction cost theory 459–60
knowledge
capture and transfer, and boundary work
448
exploration, exploitation and boundary
work 449–50, 451
knowledge-based performance, and
relationship marketing 304
leakage, and partner selection in strategic
alliances 359
leakage risk, in coopetitive relationships
380–81, 383
management, and organizational buying
centers see organizational buying
center (OBC), innovation, knowledge
management and brand
process outsourcing 410
and resources, integration of 91–2, 94, 96–7
skills and abilities, and salesperson
effectiveness 417–18, 420–23, 428–9
structure, communication behaviors related
to building 421
learning in coopetitive relationships 368–85
collaborative behaviors, theoretical
perspectives 374–6
as collaborative experience 376–7
collective learning 377–8
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and competitive advantage 375–6, 381
and conflict of interests 371–2
coopetition and collusion, differences
between 371
coopetition definition 369–72
core competencies, benefiting from 373
external factors 372–3
future research 382–3
knowledge leakage risk 380–81, 383
learning race hazard 381
management guidelines 383
and MNCs in domestic markets 372
monitoring problems 378–80, 381
network competition and coopetition,
similarities between 369–71
and new product development 372
and opportunism 379, 381, 382, 383
organizational factors fostering coopetition
373–4, 375–6, 377
participation receptivity 373–4
performance assessment problems 379–80,
382
pitfalls and challenges 379–81
reputation building 373
resource dependence theory 374–5
returns allocation, problems with 380, 382
technical standard setting 373
and technological innovation 372–3
theoretical perspectives, relevant 374–6
triadic relationships 371
value appropriation of contributions 380
see also strategic alliances
managerial perspective on building a winning
sales force 521–38
company wants to improve sales force
effectiveness 525, 529–32
effectiveness concerns, addressing 527–8
external events bring about need for sales
force change 524–7
framework for understanding and improving
sales force 522–33
future research 534–5, 536–7
key competencies, salespeople’s rating of
managers 532
motivation and incentives, effects of 535
multidriver solutions, need for 533, 536
new business development concerns,
diagnostic process to address 528–9
Novartis case study 530
and organizational synergies 536–7
performance levels, observation of and
learning from 529–30
personal selling, costs of 522
personal selling, power of 521–2

prioritizing based on performance 530–32
quantity, quality and allocation of activity
534–5
sales force effectiveness (SFE) drivers 523–4,
525–6, 528–9, 530–32, 533, 536
sales force, issues emerge within 525, 527–9,
537
sales leader’s perspective on adapting and
improving sales force 524–33, 536
sales manager weakness, addressing 532
SFE drivers, impact of individual 534
SFE drivers, issues emerge within 525,
532–3, 537
SFE drivers, monitoring of 536
in specific selling environment 537
staff turnover concerns 527–8
success of sales force, defining 522–3
territory design concerns, addressing 533
thinking frameworks and mathematical
models 537
time horizons, consideration of 536
United Airlines (UA) case study 524–7
value-based consultative sales model 525–7
market design 639–56
adaptation and precommitment 646
bid shading, elimination of 645–6
bidder relationship states 642
bidder valuations, common and affiliated
647–8
bidding behavior and strategies 645, 647–9
buyer-determined end rules 640–41, 649,
650, 652
buyer’s mechanism choice design
implications 649–52
and competitive advantage 647, 652
complements and package bidding 644
and design challenges 640–43
differentiated bidders 641–2, 649
and exposure problem 644
future research 643, 646, 651–2
guarantees, premiums and penalties 651–2
inter-organizational relationships 642–3, 651
multidimensional auction format 641–2
online reverse auctions and buyer–supplier
relationships 643
online versus offline assortments 646–7
and opportunism 643, 651
price visibility 650–51
price-based auctions and long-term
relational contracts, relationship
between 643
pricing mechanisms, hybrid 642–3
product assortments and offerings,
implications for 643–7
reverse auction design 639–43
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Subject index 763
sealed bid auctions 644, 650, 651
sequential auctions 645, 646
simultaneous ascending auction 644
substitutes and forward-looking behavior
645–6
threshold problems 644
and trust levels 642
market segmentation 182–207
B2B and B2C, differences between 185–6
and business competency 200
and business firm network, challenges of
185–6
and buying centers 193–4
challenges to 183–91
classifying customers on preselected
categorical variables 196, 199, 201
conjoint-based process 187–9, 190, 195
critical activities for 191–201
database building 193–6, 203–4
decision on use of 191–3
future research 202–4
grouping customers on multiple variables
with cluster analysis 196–7, 199, 201,
204
identity and profile segments 196–9
implementation process 184, 187–9, 190–91,
201
industry-focused segmentation 186
and information technology 186, 195
latent class analysis (LCA) 197, 199, 201,
204
macro- and micro-segmentation process
186–90, 195
management guidelines 186–90, 200, 202–4
and market attractiveness 200
market situation analysis 192
market structure complexities 184–6
and market uncertainties 191–3
marketing decision problems 192
maxdiff approach and customer needs and
benefits 195, 201, 203
nesting process 187–9, 190
NORMCLUS identification methodology
197–8
optimizing segments using predefined
criteria 197–8, 199, 201
and organizational response 193
phased process 187–9
portfolio-based target selection 200
positioning and market strategy, formulating
200–201
processes, variations in defining 186–91
product optimizer model 190
profiling 198–9
segment identification method 196–8

STUNMIX (STochastic UNfolding
MIXture) modeling 201
success in practice, mixed reports on 183–4
target segment selection 199–200
and value chains 185–6
marketing
and branding 211, 217–18, 220–21
governance value analysis see governance
value analysis in marketing
qualitative research see qualitative research
methods for investigating marketing
questions
relationships see relationship marketing
and sales coordination see coordination of
marketing and sales
strategy, and competitor intelligence see
competitor intelligence and marketing
strategy
and trade shows see trade shows
in transformational marketplace see
marketing communication in a
transformational marketplace
see also buyer–seller relationships, evolution
of; sales force headings
marketing capabilities 90–108
adaptive selling skills 100
audit tools 102
and B2C firms 103
brand management 91, 103
channel management 99, 100
and competitive advantage 91, 92, 104
cross-functional marketing capabilities 103–4
and customer relationship management
(CRM) 90–91, 98, 102
customer value delivery and loyalty 97
dispersed product development capability
99
embedded capabilities 92
future research 102–4
hierarchical nature of capabilities 92–3
higher-order, group-level capabilities 100
higher-order, individual-level skills 99–100
higher-order marketing capabilities 94
higher-order, organizational-level capabilities
100–101, 104
intermediate, group-level capabilities 96–7
intermediate, individual-level skills 96
intermediate, organizational-level
capabilities 97–9
intermediate-order capabilities 93–4
knowledge and resources, integration of
91–2, 94, 96–7
lower-order capabilities 93, 94
lower-order, group-level capabilities 95–6
lower-order, individual-level skills 95
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lower-order, organizational-level capabilities
96
management roadmap 101–2
market sensing capability 100–101
marketing planning capability 97–8
network-level processes 103
organizational learning 96, 97–9, 100–101,
104
pricing capability 96–7
product development and management
capability 97, 102
salesperson’s learning orientation 97, 99–100
strategic flexibility 101
supply chain management capability 91, 99
taxonomy as lens into 95–101
taxonomy for understanding 92–4
underlying processes and routines,
occurrence of 93
marketing communication in transformational
marketplace 165–81
and availability contracts 179
buyer’s information contact points 173–4
communication distribution to consumption
175–6, 180
conflict between sales and marketing 167
customer income flows 177, 178, 179, 180
and customer relationship management
(CRM) 171
development of 165–6
and embedded values 165–6
future research 179–80
information control by customers 169–74
information control by manufacturer 168–9
information technology, and change in sales
force role 172
information technology and distribution
channel control 169
information technology, and shift in
marketplace power 167–70, 171, 180
manufacturer system, power in 168–9
marketing communication systems, new
push and pull 171–4
marketing communications systems,
traditional outbound 170–71, 175,
180
measuring impact and effect 176–8
persuasion communication to customercontrolled negotiation move 174–5
sales funnel 167, 171, 172
sales force support tasks 167
short- and long-term returns, measurement
of 177–8, 179
and speed of change, factors governing 173
supply chain model 165, 166–7
transformational shift, looming 167–70

marketing metrics 715–30
buying process, participants and stages in
720–21, 722
buying situations, variations in 719–20
and challenges facing B2B firms 727–9
customers, number and size of 718–19
and distinctive characteristics of B2B firms
716–27
and e-commerce, increasing role of 727–8
future research 717, 718, 719, 720, 721–2,
723, 724, 725, 727, 728–9
goods and services, complexity of 716–17
marketing communications, complexity of
724–6
and new product development 717
and outsourcing of products 727
and pricing models, new 728–9
professional purchasing, buying processes
involving 723–4
purchasing orientations across buyer firms
722–3
selling process, length and complexity of
717–18
supplier–customer relationships 719
technology marketing 575
monitoring 45, 46, 212, 378–80, 381, 489, 490,
536
motivation see sales force compensation and
motivation
network governance 73–89
and boycotts 78
and competition 83, 84, 85
control mechanisms 76–7
current literature 73–6
and dyadic exchange 73–4, 84
embedded ties 81–2
and franchises 74, 85–6
future research 84–5
generalized reciprocity 82
goal-directed networks 75
group norms 79–80, 84
as hybrid of market and hierarchy 75–6
and lack of firms’ free will 75
literature limitations 75–6
local clusters and group norms 80
management implications 85–6
motivational conditions 78, 79, 80, 81
and negative gossip 78–9, 84, 85–6
and network goals 75
and network theory of organization 75
prior marketing literature on governance
and control 73–5
and purposive design 75
and social network structures 76–84, 86, 395
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tertius gaudens control 80–81, 84
tertius iungens 82–3, 86
triadic structures 77, 78, 79–80, 81, 82
two-step leverage 77–8, 83, 86
network perspective
competition and coopetition, similarities
between 369–71
competitive advantage with servicedominant logic 115, 116, 117, 120, 121,
122
and innovation 588–9
network-level processes, and marketing
capabilities 103
and organizational buying center 393
skills, and salesperson effectiveness 425
and strategic alliances 351
new products 253, 372, 596, 717
opportunism
and buyer–seller relationships, evolution of
286
and learning in coopetitive relationships 379,
381, 382, 383
and market design 643, 651
and relationship marketing 299, 302
and strategic alliances 353, 355, 358, 359,
360, 361, 362
and trust, distrust and confidence in B2B
relationships 333, 335, 339, 342
organizational buying center (OBC),
innovation, knowledge management and
brand 386–99
brand processes, role in 392–3
bridging role between departments and firm
390–91, 393–4
and buyer characteristics 387, 388–90, 392,
393–4, 396
changing role, and advancement 393–7
communication tools, importance of 395
and competency matching 389–90
conflict negotiation techniques 388, 396
decision rules 388, 389, 391
evolution in 388–93
existing OBC knowledge 386–8
future research 386, 394, 396–7
and globalization uncertainty 394–5
identification of tasks and stages 394
innovation and solutions, nature of 388–91
integrated model of 386–7
management advice 394–5, 396
marketing strategy with non-marketing units
of firm 394
and multiple actor engagement 394–5
and networking strategy 393
and outsourcing 391

process-based view of firm 391
and purchase characteristics 388
resource-based view of firm 392
and reverse marketing processes 390, 392
risk management 392–3, 396–7
and seller characteristics 387–9, 392, 393–4,
396
social network analysis 395
tasks and stages in 395–7
technology and knowledge management
391–2
temporal feedback loops, understanding
396–7
and value-based pricing 255
outsourcing 118, 391, 584–5, 591, 727
outsourcing, B2B relationship underpinnings
of 400–414
ability and motivation explanation 404, 405
B2B relationship overview 400–402
business process outsourcing 410
comparative advantage explanation 404
and competitive advantage 400–402, 404,
405, 407–8
conceptual framework 405–10
and core versus non-core skills 404
cost versus quality underpinnings 409, 410
customer relationship management (CRM)
400, 406–7, 408, 409
downstream vertical outsourcing 407
future research 411–13
globalization and technology-driven
outsourcing 410–11
horizontal outsourcing to collaborators
408
horizontal outsourcing to competitors 407–8
knowledge process outsourcing 410
lowering cost versus achieving greater
differentiation 408–10
outsourcing to sourcing transition 403
overview 403
price competitiveness 408–10
and product classification 409–10
quasi outsourcing 407–8
reciprocal outsourcing 408
and specialization 403, 404
strategic alliances, motives for entry into
411–13
and technological advances, importance of
407, 408
technology-driven automation and cessation
of outsourcing 411
theoretical perspectives 403–5
and transaction costs 403–4
and trust 404
upstream vertical outsourcing 406–7
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performance levels 379–80, 382, 446, 448,
449–50, 529–30
sales force see sales force performance
pricing
capability 96–7
competitiveness, and outsourcing 408–10
delegation, and sales force compensation
and motivation 490–91
and e-commerce 626, 634, 635
format for branded components 63–4
high-tech products 573
mechanisms, hybrid 642–3
models, new, and marketing metrics 728–9
premiums and quality levels 62
price-based auctions and long-term
relational contracts, relationship
between 643
strategy, and branding 211
value-based see value-based pricing
visibility, and market design 650–51
qualitative research methods for investigating
marketing questions 659–79
action research 664
bounding the territory 667
case study research 664, 665, 675–6, 677
conceptual research framework, building 666
data analysis, coding and displaying 670, 673
data collection 669–70
definition 659–60
descriptive research 661, 668
as end result of project 661–2
explanatory studies 662, 668
exploratory study 661–2, 668
grounded theory 665, 672
initial research questions, formulating 666–7
interviews 663, 665, 668, 669, 670
methodologies 663–5, 672–3
multiple methods simultaneously 665
organizational structure in firms 662, 663
participant observation and ethnography
664
as preliminary research phase 660–61
quality and rigor, demonstration of 671–3
quality and rigor, executing 673–7
research process 665–71
sampling 667–9
and serial innovators 663–4, 666, 667, 668–9
theoretical sampling 668
use of 660–63
writing up and publishing 670–73
see also case study research; survey research
relationship marketing 293–310
and boundary spanners 305

channel distribution versus direct exchange
305
and communication 299, 300
and conflict 299, 302
and cooperation 297, 303
customer loyalty 303–5
customer relationships, antecedents of
298–302
customer relationships, outcomes of 303–4
dyadic relational constructs 294–6, 306
effectiveness leveraging 304–5
and entitativity 305
experimental analysis of dynamic effects
305–6
and firm performance 303, 304
future research 305–7
and gratitude 296, 306
groups and networks as units of analysis
306
individual versus organizational relationship
targets 304–5
individual-level similarities 299, 300
inter-firm relationship performance drivers
295
inter-firm relationships–multidimensional
perspective of 296–8, 306
and key contact loss 297, 306
and knowledge-based performance 304
marketing definitions 294
marketing strategy and accountability 301
and opportunism 299, 302
organizational programs 299, 301–2
and power and dependence 299, 300
product versus service offering 305
and profitability-based performance 304
programs 299, 300–301, 306–7
and reciprocity 296
and relationship composition 297–8
relationship quality 296–7, 298, 302
relationship strength 298, 300
relationship-damaging antecedents 299,
302
relationship-enhancing antecedents 299–300
risk and uncertainty, dealing with 297, 306
and sales-based performance 304
and seller expertise 299, 300
in service economies 293
and service recovery 298
and technology advances 293, 303, 306
theoretical underpinnings 294–8
and trust and commitment 294–6, 300
and unfairness 299, 302
and word of mouth (WOM) behavior 303
see also buyer–seller relationships, evolution
of
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Subject index 767
resources
allocations, and value-based pricing 249,
261–2
commitment meetings, Stage-Gate® system
for product innovation 615
dependence theory 374–5
dependency (RD) framework, and strategic
alliances 350
and governance value analysis in marketing
56–7, 58–60
integration, and competitive advantage with
service-dominant logic 116–21
and knowledge, integration of 91–2, 94, 96–7
resource-based view of firm, and
organizational buying center (OBC) 392
retention rate 277, 317–18, 319–20, 327
reward systems see incentives; sales force
compensation and motivation
risk management
and agency theory 42, 43–4
and competitor threats 155, 156
and contract choice 43, 48–9
and customer relationship management
(CRM), customer loyalty 313, 318
organizational buying center (OBC),
innovation, knowledge management
and brand 392–3, 396–7
sales force compensation and motivation
477–8, 479, 480, 481, 483–5, 488, 489,
490
and Stage-Gate® system for product
innovation 613
and uncertainty in relationship marketing
297, 306
and value perspective 19, 29
sales force
key account management see key account
management (KAM)
size and structure, and Internet see Internet’s
impact on sales force size and structure
trade shows see trade shows
winning see managerial perspective on
building a winning sales force
sales force compensation and motivation
473–95
account selection, monitoring of 481
and agency theory 476–8, 479, 480
and automation technologies 489
behavior-based control and output-based
control, differences between 489
bonus pay 474, 475, 480–82, 492
career plan and promotion, effects of 478–9
commission 46, 474–5, 488
compensation elements overview 474–6

cross-territory commission 474, 475
differences at different levels in organization
491–2
effort-to-sales relationship, variance in, and
contests 483
and firm size 479
first-best case 476
future research 478, 489, 491–3
group commission rates and cross-territory
outcomes 488
and interaction with other aspects of
business 492–3
and managerial monitoring 489, 490
market demand and quota–bonus plans 481
optimal salary/incentive split 476–80
optimal total compensation levels 476–80,
492
piecewise linear quota–bonus plan 481
price delegation 490–91
problem, and agency theory applications
42–3, 45, 49, 50–51
productivity, and effects of quarterly and
annual bonuses 481
quota–bonus plans 480–82, 492
rep firms, sales through 486–8
risk aversion 477–8, 479, 480, 481, 483–5,
488, 489, 490
salary 474–5, 476–80
sales contests 474, 475, 482–6
sales contests, budgetary constraints 484
sales force size 479
salesperson preferences and quota–bonus
plans 481
spiffs and compensation 486–8
and taxation system 479–80
team selling award 474, 475
time horizons 492
tournaments, dynamic nature of incentives
in 485–6
training, and compensation structures and
amounts 492
see also incentives
sales force performance 496–520
adaptive selling behavior 501
behavior-based control system and extra-role
behavior 510
behavioral versus outcome performance 499
brand ambassadors, and role of internal
marketing 511–12
buyer–seller relationship dynamics 510
change, effects of times of 512, 514
covert behavior 510
creative performance 503
customer-oriented performance 501, 502,
510
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cybernetic and dynamic viewpoint, moving
towards 504–5
and data envelopment analysis (DEA) 513
definitions 496–7
external factors affecting 506
external sales force, managing 510
feedback relationships 505
and franchises 506
future research 502–3, 505, 506–13, 514, 515,
516
hybrid behavioral performance 503
input versus output distinction 497, 510
long-term versus short-term behavioral
impact 510
managerial perspective 506, 507–9, 514, 515
measuring 497–9, 515
methodology 513–15
middle managers as linking pins 512–13
negative performance 503–4
objective versus subjective ratings 505
and organizational citizenship behaviors
(OCBs) 496–7, 502, 505, 514
performance-facilitating behavior 501
positive extra-role performance 502–3
positive in-role performance 501–2
positive versus negative performance 499
proactive performance, internal and external
502–3
quantity and quality outcome performance
502, 505
reactive behavior 504
salesperson as competitive intelligence agent
510
team-selling behavior 501–2, 510–11
typology of measures 497–505
work-group peers and co-workers 511, 514
salesperson effectiveness 417–32
adaptive selling, importance of 418–20
adaptive selling, knowledge structure for
effective 420
communication behaviors related to building
knowledge structure 421
competency and customer confidence 426
and conflict management 427
and creative thinking ability 425–6, 427
emotional intelligence 421
future research 429–30
information collecting skills 421
information disclosure and risk 426
internal selling engagement and bundling of
services 424
interpersonal mentalizing 421
and job rotation 428
and knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs)
417–18, 420–23, 428–9

knowledge skills in traditional influencer
roles, building 420, 421–3
learning from mistakes 423
and learning orientation 97, 99–100
motivation to develop knowledge structure
422–3
and networking skills 425
personnel knowledge and internal selling 424
political skills, use of 424–5
proactive information sharing 426–7
process feedback, provision of 422
relationship-enhancing activities 427–8
reward structures 423
and sales goals 420
and sales management 417, 428–9
and salesperson selection 428
strategy attributions for successes and
failures, encouragement of 423
targeted training 429
in traditional influencer role 418–21
training on organizing knowledge 421–2
transferring company knowledge to
salespeople 422
and trust building 426–7
value creator role 417, 423–9
segmentation 22, 24, 36, 219–21, 222, 223,
249–50
service-dominant logic see competitive advantage
with service-dominant logic
social media 27–8, 32, 228, 239, 545–6, 549,
635
social network structures 76–84, 86, 395
specialization 109, 120, 127, 403, 404, 552–3
staff turnover concerns 527–8
Stage-Gate® system for product innovation
596–624
and accountability 607–8, 619
automating 621
business focus and systematic portfolio
management 603–5, 608, 610–11, 613,
615, 616–18, 621
continuous improvement, built-in 618–19
customer voice, built-in, critical to success
597–9, 600, 611, 620
decision-making scorecards 616–18
development gates 610–11, 615–16, 621
diligence and homework before development
as key to success 599–601, 611
early product and project definition 601–3
as flexible process 612–13
future research 621–2
Go/Kill decision points 603–5, 608, 610–11,
613, 615, 616–18, 621
governance, effective 615–16
and information sharing 608
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Subject index 769
launch and solid marketing plan, importance
of 605–6, 618–19, 621
new product failure rate 596
next generation 611–21
as open system 619–21, 622
organizational structure, design and teams,
importance of 606–8
poor products, weeding out 603–5
productivity index 618
resource commitment meetings 615
risk levels, scaling to suit different 613
senior management strategy on balance and
mix of projects 616
spiral development 611–12
stages of development 608–10, 612
success drivers 596–608
success drivers, integrating into operational
model 608–11
technology and platform development
projects, multiple versions to handle 613
unique superior product drives new product
profitability 597
value stream analysis 613–14, 615–16, 618,
622
strategic alliances 348–67
alliance characteristics 354–5
alliance competency, meaning of 349
alliance definition 351–4
alliance types 353–4
asset specificity, and governance 359
and behavioral control 354
best-in-class behaviors 363
capability 365
and collaboration 355
and competitive advantage 352
conceptual frameworks 349–51, 364–5
conflict potential and resolution 353, 357,
361–2
contracts and trust 358–9
coordination and investment 357
cost, and joint ventures 354
and cultural differences 363
development stages 355–7
equity versus non-equity alliances 360
exit clauses 357, 361–2
formulation stage and due diligence 355, 356
future research 364–5
governance of 358–62
implications for B2B marketers 362–4
and independence and autonomy 352
just-in-time (JIT) exchanges 348
knowledge leakage and partner selection 359
management skills development, importance
of 362–4
merger and alliance comparison 353

motivation assessment 356
multiple partners 363
negotiation of terms and conditions 356–7
negotiations between partners, manner of
357
network view and social exchange 351
and opportunism 353, 355, 358, 359, 360,
361, 362
and pooling resources 351–2
problem areas, potential 355
resource dependency (RD) framework 350
senior management buy-in, importance of
356
and social exchange theory 350–51, 353
task uncertainty, and governance 359
and technology changes 354
termination of 361–2
three-A test 352
transaction cost economics framework 350,
359, 362, 364
and transaction-specific investments (TCI)
348
and trust and commitment 349, 351, 352–3,
355, 358–9, 361, 362, 364
valuation assessment 356
see also learning in coopetitive relationships
supply chain management
and competitive advantage with servicedominant logic 115, 117
and e-commerce 627, 628, 630–31, 632–3,
636, 637
governance value analysis in marketing 58,
60, 61–2
and key account management (KAM) 457,
458, 461
and marketing capabilities 91, 99
in a transformational marketplace 165,
166–7
survey research 699–714
behavior, using surveys to affect 709–10
causal inference 699, 700, 701, 704–5
common method variance (CMV) bias 699,
700, 701, 702–4, 706
emerging opportunities 705–10
key informants 705–6
marker variable approach 703–4
multi-organizational and intraorganizational perspectives, integration
of 706–7
multiple respondents 705–6
non-response bias 701
online 707–8
question–behavior effect 710
response rate 699, 700–702
skepticism and limitations of 699
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split samples 708–9
and survey length 708–9
trust, distrust and confidence in B2B
relationships 343
see also case study research; qualitative
research methods
technological advances
automation, and sales force compensation
and motivation 489
and boundary work and customer
connectivity 442
and innovation, key questions on 588
and learning in coopetitive relationships
372–3
and outsourcing 407, 408, 411
and relationship marketing 293, 303, 306
and Stage-Gate® system for product
innovation 613
and strategic alliances 354
technology marketing, toward a theory of
563–81
and biomimicry 576
BOP (base-of-the-pyramid) markets 575
characteristics and implications for unique
approach to marketing 564–6
contingency-type logic of technology
marketing 570–72
control samples, lack of 569–70
customer-level studies 567
differential marketing for different types of
innovations 570–72
and digital high-tech goods 572–3
ecosystems as primary source of value and
success 573–4
firm-level studies 567
future research 572–6
high-technology and traditional products/
firms, differences between 565, 569,
570–71, 572, 574
industry-level studies 566, 567
innovations and technology-push 564–5,
568, 570–72
and intellectual property 573
managerial and leadership skills 575
marketing metrics, development of
appropriate 575
and open platforms 573–4
and organizational structure of firm 574–5
pioneering of new methodologies 576
pricing of high-tech products 573
product types, differing 566–7
public policy-level studies 567
research, approaches to 566–72
state-of-the-art in managerial practice 566

sustainability in business strategies 575
unique characteristics, identification of 566,
568–70, 572
trade shows 226–45
attendee perspective 237–9
attendee tracking technologies, improved
229
attendee types 238
booth organization 234–5, 245
brand shoppers at 238
buying and selling process 231
cost-effectiveness 227, 231, 244
evaluation and control 236–7, 240, 245
event websites 228–9
execution 233–6
exhibitor perspective 230–37
future research 229, 236, 237, 239, 240
giveaways and attention-getting techniques
235
and information technology 227–30
management perspective 239–40
marketing performance and better digital
integration 229
national revenues and attendees 226
non-sales value 227
participation objectives 231–2, 233, 234, 235,
237, 238
participation planning 230–33
post-show phase 235–6, 237, 239, 240
pre-show promotions 233–4, 237, 239, 240
reasons for attending 226–7
return on investment (ROI) 232
role of 230–31
selection and budgeting 232–3, 234, 237,
240, 244
and small firms 237, 238
social media, building communities through
228, 239
and value perspective on practice of B2B 27
virtual 229, 230, 239
trust, distrust and confidence in B2B
relationships 332–47
agency incentives 338, 339, 340, 345
and boundary spanners 332–3, 342
calculative confidence 344
compatibility and stable neutrality 340, 342
complacency and reciprocal trust 334
confidence configurations 335, 337, 344
confidence, and partner competency 338–9,
343
confidence and self-interest alignment 338–9,
342, 343, 345
courtship to trusting relationship transition
340–41
and dependence 338
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Subject index 771
distrust, and conflicting interests and
suspicion 339, 342
distrust, differences from trust 335–7, 340
dysfunctional consequences of trust,
potential 333–5
external alignment factors 338
future research 333, 341–3
hidden costs of trust 334
inter-firm trust 333, 342, 343
and interest compatibility 340–41
maintenance of trust, costs involved 334–5
management practice implications 343–5
misplaced trust 333, 335, 342
misplaced trust and vetting of potential
partners 344
naive trust in a partner 333–5
and opportunism 333, 335, 339, 342
relationship development, implications for
339–41
self-interest, pursuit of compatible 339, 342
survey-based research 343
trust definition 332–3
trustor as organization 333
trust levels
and market design 642
online and e-commerce 626, 636–7
and outsourcing, B2B relationship
underpinnings of 404
and relationship marketing 294–6, 300
and salesperson effectiveness 426–7
and strategic alliances 349, 351, 352–3, 355,
358–9, 361, 362, 364
value analysis
branding 216–17, 222, 223
buyer–seller relationships 278
e-commerce 30, 32
governance see governance value analysis in
marketing
and learning in coopetitive relationships 380
managerial perspective on building a
winning sales force 525–7
Stage-Gate® system for product innovation
613–14, 615–16, 618, 622
strategic alliances 356
value chains 115, 116, 117, 120, 121, 122,
133–4, 185–6
value creation
boundary work and customer connectivity
446, 448, 449–50
competitor intelligence and marketing
strategy 154
and customer loyalty 313–14
and e-commerce 637
salesperson effectiveness 417, 423–9

value perspective on B2B marketing 15–40
B2B services 26
boundary role theory 31
brands and reputation in B2B markets 28–9
building value understanding in business
markets 17–21
buying process, diversity of 15–16
channel strategies 29–30
communicating and delivering value 26–32
competitor analysis and ‘next best
alternative’ 21, 24
conjoint analysis 20
customer, managing life cycle of 32–6
and customer needs 18, 19–21
customer relationship management 35
customer satisfaction and net promoter
score 35–6
customer value 18, 20, 24–6
definitions of value 17–18
design-in buying process 32–4
e-commerce 30, 32, 637
ethnographical observation 20–21
extranets 30
and fair share of value 16
forecasting and management of derived
demand 16
‘front end’ market understanding and
ideation 25
functional value-in-use 18
future of B2B 36–8
future research 21, 24, 26, 32, 36
globalization and pace of change 21
ingredient branding strategy 29
and innovation 24–5, 26, 32–4, 35
maintenance, repair, operating (MRO)
supplies 35
market opportunities, discerning 19–21
marketing definition 15
modified rebuy buying process 34
new product launch 25–6
points of difference (POD) 24
points of parity (POP) 24, 28
positioning techniques 23–4, 36
pricing based on cost 19
quality function deployment (QFD) 20
relationship marketing 19
revealed choice models 20
risk assessment 19, 29
sales and marketing, relationship between 31
sales force 30–31, 32
segmentation techniques 22, 24, 36
social media 27–8, 32
stage and gate approach 25, 26
stakeholder needs and motives 16
straight rebuy buying process 34
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strategy formulation in business markets
22–4
supplier reputation, relationship and brand
value 18–19
targeting techniques 22–3, 27, 36
trade shows 27
value added resellers (VARs) 29
value creation opportunities, tools to
identify 20–21, 26–7
value propositions in business markets 28,
37
value–message alignment in business markets
23, 27, 32
websites 27, 30
value-based pricing 246–74
better deal price game 255
bundling products and services 253
buying center assessment 255
and competitive advantage 248, 249, 250,
258–60, 262, 266
competitive interactions, managing 248,
258–60, 262, 266
competitor attacks, managing 260
competitor identification 258–9, 262
competitor strategy analysis 268
controls 267
cost-plus pricing 246
costing systems, activity-based 268
creating offering options 252
customers, structuring offerings to 252–3,
254, 264
data systems 267–8
delegation of pricing decisions 264–6
discounts 263–4, 266
economic value modeling (EVM) 252
future research 250, 257–8, 260
globalization and price setting 257
globalization and sales negotiations 255
and management practice 248, 255
marketing log book 268

new products 253
offering design decisions 250, 258, 262
price dispersion 267
price points, setting 246, 247–8, 254, 255–7,
263–4
pricing process 263–4
pricing tactics and implementation
infrastructure 247, 263–8
and profitability 246, 247, 248–9, 253, 258,
260, 261, 262, 264
purchasing personnel tactics 255
and resource allocations 249, 261–2
and sales force motivation and incentives
264–6, 268
sensitivity drivers 254
SWOT (strength–weakness–opportunities–
threats) analysis and competitive pricing
strategy 259–60
value assessment 250–52
value-based communication 253–4
value-based sales negotiations 254–5
waterfalls 267
value-based pricing, and customers
buying behavior 254–5
knowledge 247
managing value exchange with 248, 249–57
price aggression 254, 257, 264
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